Signal Energy, Inc.

A TRUSTED PARTNER FROM CONCEPT TO COMPLETION

S

ignal Energy, Inc. has been providing a complete range of engineering, procurement, and general contracting services to the wind and solar industries throughout North America since 2005. Through the strength of EMJ
Corporation, our parent company, we are able to provide a broad

depth of resources, expertise,
and a culture of innovation
to the construction of wind
and solar projects of any size.
Since our inception, we have
set and continue to maintain
the industry standards for
professionalism and integrity
in renewable energy projects.
Signal Energy provides
balance of plant (BOP) construction services for all phases of wind and solar project

▲ Final installation moments.

construction, from pre-construction planning through
to completion. Our extensive
capabilities, invaluable in the
planning and development
stages of a project, extend
to every aspect of solar and
wind farm development and
construction:

to Midwestern agricultural areas to mountainous terrain on
both the East and West Coasts
of the United States. We are
proud to have completed
more than twenty utility scale
wind projects, including the
recent construction of the tallest wind turbines in North
America.
The complexity involved
in developing today’s renewable energy projects makes
the creation of
long term relationships between owners
and developers absolutely
essential. For
this reason,
our business
philosophy is
founded on
developing
these relationships and serving as a strategic partner with our clients to
complete projects in a timely
fashion.

“We have become one
of the nation’s leading BOP
general contractors through
our commitment to construction of high quality renewable energy projects that exceed the expectations of our
clients,” states Ben Fischer,
Signal Energy’s President.
“We signiﬁcantly impact the
Chattanooga area by utilizing
local service providers and
material and equipment producers in our work. We will
continue to grow and
build on the solid foundation we have laid of
designing and building
safe, quality, and cost-effective renewable energy
projects.”

• Civil infrastructure
• Electrical collection
• Substations and inter connection facilities
• Erection and transmission
lines
Signal Energy professionals have been called upon to
design and build renewable
power projects in areas ranging from West Texas oil ﬁelds
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▼ Pedestal Reinforcement for turbine
installation.
Below – various renewable energy
projects.

